MOSAICS OF METRIC CONTINUA AND OF QUASI-PEANS SPACES
LORRAINE D. LAVALLEB 1* Introduction* A collection {(X a , ^Z) :aeA} is a mosaic of topologίcal spaces on a set X if and only if each (X a , ^Z) is a topological space; X-U{X a :ae A}; and the following compatibility condition is satisfied: for all a, 6 e A and all subsets M of X a , if M is ^-closed then M Π X b is ^7-closed. For a mosaic of topological spaces on X, the mosaic topology j?~ is defined as follows: for all M S X, ikf iŝ -closed if and only if M Π X a is ^-closed for all aeA. Clearly, each (X a , ^~a) is then a closed subspace of (X, ^~). If each (X a , ^l) is a compact metric space, a Peano space, or an arc then (X, ^~) is called a mosaic space, a curve space, or an arc space, respectively.
Davison [1] introduced the theory of mosaics of topological spaces, concentrating on the theory of mosaic spaces and establishing some properties of curve spaces and arc spaces. Our purpose is to study mosaics of spaces which are between being compact metric and Peano; namely, compact, connected, metric spaces and compact, locally connected, metric spaces, which we shall call metric continua and quasiPeano spaces, respectively. Mosaics of these spaces with the mosaic topology will be called m-continuum spaces and quasi-curve spaces, respectively.
It might seem quite natural to consider, also, mosaics of compact metric spaces each of which has only finitely many components. Doing so, however, yields nothing more than is obtained by studying mosaics of metric continua, as Theorem 3.3 will show.
In this paper, we give a characterization of m-continuum spaces and sufficient conditions for a mosaic spaces to be an m-continuum space. The property of m-strong connectedness is studied in connection with m-continuum spaces and a sufficient condition for an m-continuum space to be locally m-strongly connected is given. Finally, the equivalence of curve spaces and quasi-curve spaces is established.
For ease of reference we now list results of Davison to be used in this paper.
Notation.
If S is a sequence of points, S σ denotes the point set associated with S. Proof. If (X, J7~) is an m-continuum space, then properties (i), (ii) and (iii) follow from Theorems 1.6 and 1.2.
Conversely, suppose (X, ^) is a space satisfying conditions (i), (iί) and (iii). Let {(X α ,_$Q :aeA} be the collection of all metric continua in (X, ^"). (X, ^~) is a mosaic space by Theorem 1.6. Theorem 1.4 then implies that {(X α , ^l) :aeA} is a mosaic of metric continua. Let rf be the m-continuum topology for this mosaic of metric continua on X. If F is a ^"-closed subset of X then F Π X a is ^-closed and so .^-closed for all a e A. Hence F is ^"'-closed and it follows that S*^'. Conversely, if F is ^'-closed then FΓiX a is ^-closed for all a e A. Now let S be a sequence such that S ^-converges to xeX and Sj S F. By (iii) there exists a subsequence S' of S and an a 6 A such that Sj U {x} S X*. Furthermore, S' ^-converges to x.
Since Sj^Ff)X a and Ff)X a is ^-closed, then xeFnX a QF. Since J7~ is full and F contains all its sequential limit points then F is J^-closed and it follows that &~' S &~. Thus J^~' = ^ and (X, j?~) is an m-continuum space.
As the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows, any space (X, J7~) which satisfies the three conditions of this theorem is that m-continuum space which is determined by the mosaic of all its metric subcontinua.
COROLLARY. Every locally compact, locally connected, mosaic space (X 9 ^) is an m-continuum space.
Proof. By Theorem 1.6, conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Let S be any sequence in X which ^"-converges to xeX. If U is any ^"-open set containing x, the local compactness of (X, implies the existence of a .^"-open set V such that xe V ^ V and V is compact. Let C be the component of x in V. Since (X, is locally connected, C is ^"-open. Thus there exists a subsequence S' of S such that Sj U {x} S C. Since C S C and C can easily be seen to be a metric continuum, condition (iii) of Theorem 2.1 is now satisfied. Hence (X, J7~) is an m-continuum space. Proof. Let (X, J7~) be an m-continuum space determined by a mosaic {(X a , ^l): α e A} of metric continua and let C be a component of (X, JΠ. For each a e A either C Π X a = £ or C Π X* = -X.. Hence Cnl α is ,^-open for all αei and so C is ,^-open.
Of course, an m-continuum space need not be locally connected; in fact, every metric continuum is trivially an m-continuum space. It is easy to see that {(X aP , ^l P ) :aeA,peP a } is a mosaic of metric continua; let ^"' be the topology it defines on X. We show that ^~' = ^~. Suppose F is any ^"-closed subset of X. Then Ff)X a is J^-closed for all aeA and so FΠ X aP = (F Π X a ) Π X αί > is closed for all aeA and p e P a . Thus F is ^'-closed and ^"ϋ Now suppose F is a ^'-closed subset of X. Then F Π X α2 > is closed for all aeA and pe P a . Consequently the finiteness of each indexing set P a implies that F Π X a = U {F Π X α2 >: P e P a } is ^-closed for each aeA. Thus F is ^"-closed and ^ C j^~". Since J^~* = ^"', (X, J7~) is an m-continuum space.
The converse of Theorem 3.3 is clearly false. For instance, the plane with its usual topology is an m-continunm space by Theorem 2.1, but it can also be described as the mosaic of all its compact metric subspaces and these include spaces in which not all components are open.
The next example shows that Theorem 3.3 need not hold if we require only that the components of the mosaic space (X, J7~) be open.
EXAMPLE. ([6]
, Example 2, p. 84) Let X be the subset of the plane defined by X = {(x, y): -oo < x < +°o,2/ = l}U {(x, y): -cx> < χ< +™,y = o}{j{(x,y): -oo < x< +™,y= -l}U{Λ»:tt = 1,2, •••}, where R n is a rectangle with center at (0,0) and sides of length 2n and 2 -1/n parallel to the cc-axis and 2/-axis, respectively; let ^ be the usual metric topology on X. (X, ^) is a connected mosaic space. However, (X, ^") is not an m-continuum space since the sequence S, for which Sj = {(0, (2n -l)/2n): n = 1, 2, •}, J^~-converges to (0,1) and there exists no subsequence S' of S such that Sj U {(0,1)} is contained in a metric continuum in (X, 4* The equivalence of m-constituents and components in an m-continuum space* 4.1. DEFINITION. We shall say that the points x and y of a space (X, ^*) are m-strongly connected in (X, ^~) if and only if there exists a metric continuum in (X, ^~) which contains x and y. (X, ^~) will be said to be m-strongly connected if and only if every two points of (X, ^) are m-strongly connected.
Being m-strongly connected is an equivalence relation and the equivalence sets into which the elements of the space are divided will be called m-constituents; m-constituents need be neither open nor closed.
THEOREM. Let (X, ^~) be a mosaic space determined by a mosaic {(X a , ^Z): a e A} of compact metric spaces. If, for each a e A, the m-constituents of (X a , <^Q are ^~a-open then (X, ^") is an mcontinuum space.
Proof. For each aeA, the components of (X a , ^l) are since they are unions of ^-open m-constituents. The result now follows from Theorem 3.3.
Since the converse of Theorem 3.3 fails, so does the converse of Theorem 4.2. Also, one can easily show that Theorem 4.2 fails if we require only that the m-constituents of (X, Jf) be open; (see, for example, [4] , figure 3-17, p. 124 ).
THEOREM. The components of an m-continuum space are m-strongly connected.
Proof. Let (X, ^7~) be an m-continuum space determined by a mosaic {(X α , J^Ό) :aeA} of metric continua, and let C be a component of (X, ^~). From the given mosaic define a relation R on C as follows: for all x,yeC, xRy if and only if there exists a finite number of metric continua X αi , X tt2 , , X a% in C such that x e X ai , y e X an and, for all m = 1, 2, , n -1, X am Π X« m+1 Φ Φ R is an equivalence relation which partitions C into disjoint subsets. Suppose there is more than one equivalence class, so that there is a set C y = {x : x e C and xRy} such that C y Φ C. Then C y Π X a = Φ or C y Π X a = X a for all aeA, and so C y is both ^"-open and ^"-closed, contradicting the connectedness of C. Thus there is only one equivalence class and for all x,yeC there exists a finite chain of metric continua X αχ , , X an in C such that x 6 X αi , y e X a% and, for all m = 1, 2, , n -1,
, w} is clearly a compact, connected subset of C which contains x and y. By Theorem 1.4, Y is ^"-closed. Thus the subspace {Y,r -J7~), where r -J7~ is the topology J7r elativized to y, is a mosaic space by Theorem 1.7 and it is a TΊ-space by Lemma 1.3. That (Y, r -^~) is a metric space now follows from Theorem 1.4 and from Theorem 2 in [5] that a Tί-space which is the union of a (locally) finite system of closed, metrizable subspaces is metrizable. Hence Y = U {X am : m = 1, 2, , n} is a metric continuum in C which contains x and y, and so C is m-strongly connected.
COROLLARY. In an m-continuum space, m-constituents and components are identical.
We remark at this point that, as the proof shows, "component" could be replaced by "m-eonstituent" in Theorem 3. 6* The equivalence of quasi-curve spaces and curve spaces* The main result to be obtained in this section is that quasi-curve spaces and curve spaces are equivalent. This will, of course, allow us to place less stringent conditions on the mosaic of spaces which determines a curve space. However, since Peano spaces have "nicer" properties than quasi-Peano spaces, it is more convenient to continue to work with curve spaces than with quasi-curve spaces.
THEOREM. The space (X, ^") is a quasi-curve space if and only if it is a curve space.
Proof. Every curve space is clearly a quasi-curve space. Conversely, suppose (X, ^~) is a quasi-curve space and that {(X α , ^): aeA} is a mosaic of quasi-Peano spaces determining (X, ^") For each aeA let {(X α3 >, ^Z P ) :peP a } be the collection of all components of (X α , SZ). For all a e A and p e P α , (X aP9 ^l P ) is a metric continuum. Since each (X α , ^~a) is locally connected, the components of (X α , ^ Not every m-continuum space is a quasi-curve space since quasicurve spaces are locally arcwise connected ( [1] , Theorem 4.4) whereas m-continuum spaces need not be even locally connected.
It would be of interest to know whether or not a locally (mstrongly) connected m-continuum space is a quasi-curve space and whether or not the converse of Theorem 5.2 holds. These questions seem to be analogous to the as yet unanswered question posed to the author by Davison concerning whether or not a locally arcwise connected mosaic space is a quasi-curve space.
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